MGH RADIATION ONCOLOGY
REDUCED RATE MULTI-VISIT
PARKING PROGRAM
MGH Radiation Oncology Parking Programs enable patients undergoing radiation
therapy to either self-park as close to the hospital as possible or valet in the Yawkey
garage. These programs are extremely valuable to our patients and were intended
to help those most vulnerable to weather, limit their exposure to other individuals
and to provide some financial relief for those patients who must come into the
hospital on a frequent basis. The cost of parking is a flat $6.00 per visit.

Parking Program Overview:
The program is designed to serve oncology patients currently in a treatment
program; radiation therapy patients must have a minimum of two scheduled visits
per week in the Lunder building. Once radiation patients finish their course of
treatment and no longer have radiation at least twice a week, they are no longer
eligible for these programs and may park at regular patient rates.

Patients and their caregivers must decide to either self park in the Fruit or Parkman
Street garages or use the Yawkey valet. Patients must obtain a parking slip from the
front desk staff listing the dates of the patient appointments (at least two per week).
Self Park Option:
The parking slip is brought to the MGH Parking Office in the Fruit Street garage
where payment is made ($6.00 per visit) for reduced rate parking for the dates
listed. A garage access card is programmed for the specific number of visits.

Yawkey Valet Option:
The parking slip is brought to the Cashiers in the lobby of the Yawkey building. Valet
coupons may be purchased for $6.00 for each visit. Upon arrival, patients and their
caregivers should pull up to the Yawkey Valet to drop off their vehicle and receive a
valet ticket. When leaving, the patient or care giver should affix the pre-purchased
coupon to the ticket and go to the Yawkey valet podium. Kindly allow five to ten
minutes for retrieval.

